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N E W S
WARREN MILLER HIGHDEF
TOUR
Warren Miller Entertainment announced
that Higher Ground, the company’s 56th
annual winter sports movie, will break
cinematic ground this fall as the first
ever high definition nationwide film tour.
Produced and distributed by Warren
Miller Entertainment, Higher Ground
will travel the country from October
through December 2005 featuring more
than 400 high definition screenings.
POST SOLUTIONS BECOMES
VICTORY STUDIOS LA
With ownership changes at Post
Solutions in Toluca Lake, the company
has decided to change its name to
Victory Studios LA, becoming a sister
company to HD pioneer Victory Studios
in Seattle. The company still specializes
in High Definition production and post,
and is currently working on several HD
feature films and television series.
NBC UNIVERSAL TAPS
MIRANDA
Miranda Technologies has inked a multiyear deal to provide HD terminal,
channel branding and multi-imaging
technology to NBC Universal. As part
of the plan to standardize its new
HD facility build-outs, NBC Universal
chose HD Imagestore units for channel branding, Kaleido K2 multi-image
display processors and a range of HD
interfacing modules that includes the
XVP 801i. Additionally, Miranda’s systems will be integrated into the NBC
Olympics facilities and will be online for
the 2006/2008 Olympics in Torino and
Beijing.
CANON HJ17EX7.6B LENS
WINS STAR AWARD
TV Technology Magazine cites the
HJ17ex7.6B as a Preeminent
Technological Innovation at NAB. Canon
unveiled its first HD news lens-the
HJ17ex7.6B-at the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) conference and
exhibition in Las Vegas The HJ17ex7.6B,
which is designed for HD ENG cameras
employing a 2/3-inch imaging device, is
believed to be the first in the world to
have been designed specifically for HD
newsgathering.
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LEADER LV7700 RASTERISING
HD-SDI ANALYSER
Leader announces a major new addition to its range of broadcast-quality

digital test equipment. Conforming to
17 HD and SD standards, the LV7700
rasterising digital signal analyser delivers
all the analytical features of the awardwinning LV5750 broadcast analyser in
a compact unit optimised for locations
such as transmission playout or in edit
workstations where a computer monitor already exists.

TELECAST’S NEW
COPPERHEAD™ JT
Telecast Fiber Systems demonstrated
a new high definition (HD) fiber optic
transport system that promises to give
camera operators unprecedented flexibility in high-quality acquisition, whether
for film sets, television and video
production, or sports coverage. The
CopperHead™ JT is being developed
as a kit that allows the optical block
of the Sony HDC-F950 camera to be
connected to the camera body via a
lightweight tactical fiber optic cable over
distances up to 15 kilometers. With this
configuration, camera operators have
much greater freedom to focus on creativity, while all engineering control and
recording of the full-bandwidth 4:4:4
HD signals are handled from a distance.
PANASONIC TOUCH SCREEN
MODULE FOR 65” DISPLAY
Panasonic Broadcast has announced the
immediate availability of a new touch
panel module for its professional 65”
TH-65PHD7UY high-definition panel.
The TY-TP65P7S add-on touch panel
allows users to interact directly with
the screen via a light touch of a finger
or Touch Pen. The robust aluminum
touch panel module is equipped with a
highly-reliable optical sensor system. The
module offers outstanding resolution;
ease of operation; a thin, form-fitting
design; and in addition can be used as a
whiteboard.
SLEEPY HOLLOW AND HD
HOT DOGS
Sleepy Hollow Television just completed production on a series of
Wienerschnitzel advertisements, marking the first time the hot dog industry
giant captured their commercials in any
format other than film, says Paul Jenner,
president of Sleepy Hollow Television.
“With the cost of shooting in HD so
much more cost-efficient, it offers our
clients the opportunity to have their
cake, or in this case a hot dog, and eat
it too.”

FATHOM 2.0, REAL-TIME
ENCODING SOLUTION FOR
VC-1
Inlet Technologies announced the general
availability of Fathom™ 2.0. Fathom
combines a hardware encoding engine
with workflow and analysis software
to make next-generation distribution
methods like HD-DVD, Blu-ray, videoon-demand and digital dailies a reality
today. Fathom 1.0 was the first real-time
high-definition encoding solution for
Windows Media Video HD content.
Fathom 2.0 extends that ability to VC-1
Main and Advanced Profiles and includes
new features designed to eliminate the
barriers to distributing content using
advanced compression technologies.
LDS CHURCH SWITCHES
WITH SONY
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints has installed two new Sony MVS8000 multi-format production switchers
in two identical new HD-capable audio
video control rooms in its Salt Lake
broadcast production facility. The upgraded infrastructure is up and running,
producing many of the church’s shows,
including Music & the Spoken Word
Featuring the Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
which is broadcast worldwide on more
than 2,000 radio and TV stations. The
new switchers replace older-generation
Sony models at the facility and receive
images from the 12 Sony HD cameras in
the church’s studios and facilities.
FIRST HD MOVIE BROADCAST
TO THEATERS
Bell Witch: The Movie, produced by Big
River Pictures, premieres September 24,
2005, at Ryman Auditorium in Nashville,
Tennessee. In a motion picture premiere
first, the entire program will be broadcast via satellite/fiber and projected live
in full-bandwidth High Definition to
theaters throughout the United States.
Approximately eighty theaters are currently set up to receive this digital broadcast. During the concert, the cameras
will cut away to the Director and celebrity guests who will then offer a prize to
the first person to call in. This project is
the creative realization of Co-Executive
Producer Randall P. Dark. Bell Witch: The
Movie explores the terror experienced
by members of the Bell family during the
infamous haunting of the Bell Witch in
the early 1800s. HD

The Green Land
by Bo Landin

It’s a contradiction: the north’s greenest island is called Iceland, and the land covered by one of the
earth’s largest glaciers is known as Greenland. An HD film by the internationally award-winning
team of Scandinature brings a compelling story of wildlife in the land the Vikings first settled over
a thousand years ago. The twist? These continents’ names are still surprisingly valid. Director and
producer Bo Landin tells the story behind the scenes.
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Two years ago we did a film chronicling how the Vikings colonized Greenland, and, as the
Vikings were surprised a thousand years ago, I too was stunned by Greenland’s hidden

secrets. I thought if I, a biologist and seasoned world traveler, wasn’t aware of this treasure,
then surely it was widely unknown to the rest of the world.
Opposing the general perception of this Arctic region, Greenland is in fact a lush, green,
beautiful land. I wanted to share my love of northern latitudes and this new Greenland I had
discovered - a land beyond polar bears, glaciers and snow. My latest project, The Green Land
– Wildlife in the Land of Vikings, tells this story of southern Greenland’s people and wildlife. It’s
the first comprehensive natural history film produced in the area and makes its world premiere on Discovery HD Theater this fall.

Photo credit: Discovery HD Theater
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Photo credit: Discovery HD Theater

Above:
Producer Bo Landin.
At top: Viking and
Inuit characters from
The Green Land.
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The Green Land tells the story of Inuit and
Norsemen meeting so many years ago. The film
opens with the story of Erik the Red, the famous
Norwegian and Icelandic Viking who discovered
Greenland a thousand years ago. He actually
pulled off what I consider one of history’s first
successful marketing campaigns: he named this
new land “The Green Land,” and sold it as such,
luring Norse settlers from Scandinavia to join him
in this land for political freedom and a new life.
Because we weren’t able to use full size
replica ships in Greenland, we opted for 3D
CGI graphics of Viking ships superimposed on
HD backgrounds to depict the Vikings’ dramatic
arrival in this uninhabited land. We recreated the
first Viking landing in the southern fjords and, with
other re-enactments shot on location, we created the scenes of the first Inuit and Viking meetings as well as examples of the daily lives of the
farming Vikings.
Many of the re-enactments are staged in
the very fjords Erik the Red traversed. We even

have a scene at a sod house; a replica located
only 100 meters from the original site. Our own
cameraman, Jan Henriksson, makes a debut in
front of a camera, playing the part of Erik the Red.
Jan was a natural choice for the part because he
looks like a Viking. Well, in fact; he is one.
The Vikings arrived in a rich pasture land
between the inland glaciers and the ocean.
Forests that once covered the entire land still
remain in remote valleys. Flowers, even orchids,
paint the meadows many colors.
By the mid 14th century, the climate had
worsened and the Vikings could no longer work
the land. After 500 years of successful colonization they left, every single one of them.
600 years later, the Inuit people have
turned the land green again, revitalizing what the
Norsemen prepared so many years ago. In the
last 30 years, the Inuit have made a good living
working the land and becoming successful sheep
farmers. I find it fascinating that the Inuit, born
hunters, are now driving tractors and working

Image courtesy of Discovery HD Theater

Image courtesy of Discovery HD Theater

Behind-the-scenes
crew shot of
cameraman
Jan Henriksson.
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the land with Icelandic horses and herd dogs.
In The Green Land, we bring viewers up
close to the incredible beauty of this largely
undiscovered and remote region. We show the
green paradise that thrives each spring in southern Greenland. We show musk ox, reindeer and
arctic foxes flourishing. From sheltered eyries,
white tailed eagles and peregrine falcons perform
swift attacks. The Arctic fox picks its fights with
birds and reindeer. Under water, and close to
gigantic icebergs, a profusion of marine life builds
the region’s natural wealth. We show all this
with a backdrop of startlingly brilliant color and
biodiversity of flowers and insects which, until
now, has been widely undiscovered and certainly

unexpected in the Arctic.
In The Green Land as in other productions,
HD-cameras have proven to be incredibly useful and powerful story-telling tools for natural
history productions. Until 2003, our company,
Scandinature, shot all productions on super-16
mm film in the aspect ratio of 16:9. This still is a
good way to work, but the use of HDCam for
natural history productions has given us other
advantages.
We used a Sony HDCam 750. Sony couldn’t
guarantee performance in some of the sub-zero
climates where we shot, but not only did the
cameras work in these severe temperatures (Jan
Henriksson has successfully used them in tem-

peratures down to minus 30°C), they captured
the fine details of nature and provided the production crew incredible convenience. We were
able to stay with animals and keep rolling, waiting
for them to exhibit interesting behavior because
we had the 50-minute HD tape and not a 10minute film reel. And, remember with natural history photography, we literally carry all our own
equipment on location and tapes weigh a lot less
than film!
I also feel HD forces cameramen and
women to be more careful. Sloppy videography
is not an option; every mistake is more apparent and increased care must be taken with focus
pulling and aperture. Overall, this calls for high

quality camera work, which together with the
increased image quality guarantees a supreme
experience in HDTV.
Although I am an early adopter and so
somewhat biased, I believe all productions
will migrate to HD as the national TV systems
become fully digitized. Sports and big musical
events have been early adopters, but natural history productions also have an important place
in the incredible quality of HDTV. Overall, I think
a film like this, especially featured in original high
definition on a high quality channel like Discovery
HD Theater, just might trigger a whole new interest in exploring nature around the world.
Bo Landin, managing director and executive producer of Salt Lake City based Scandinature Films
and Muddy Boots Productions in Sweden. Over the
past 25 years he has produced and directed dozens
of internationally award winning films, and is a regular lecturer and mentor for filmmakers worldwide. In
2004 he also premiered his first feature film, presenting Shakespeare’s Macbeth in Sami language
shot in snow and ice in Sweden. He directed the
film, which was shot in HD and was premiered in a
digital cinema in Sweden. www.scandinature.com
www.dhd.discovery.com HD

Iceberg in Greenland.
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5.1 Audio

and HD Commercials

b y

S t e v e

T h o m p s o n

2005 will go down in advertising history as the
year HD commercials (finally!) arrived. For the
first time ever, a majority of spots that aired during Fox’s HD broadcast of the Super Bowl were
produced in HD (as opposed to being merely
up-rezzed versions of standard-def spots). Ford,
Cadillac, Olympus, Emerald Nuts and Ameriquest
were among the advertisers who debuted HDoriginated ads. The NFL itself ran its first HD ad.
A survey conducted after the Super Bowl by
the cable network INHD found that commercials
broadcast in HD during the game were the most
impactful, and most highly rated with adults who
viewed the game in high-definition.
The three things necessary for HD to succeed—content, transmission and receivers—have
all reached critical mass. Dozens of HD channels
have appeared in the last few years. Major cable
and satellite providers have begun to switch to
digital transmission. And home theater systems
are now a fixture in millions of American homes.
Much of the interest in HD advertising
has focused on the quality of the HD image.
Relatively less attention has been paid to the
quality and impact of the 5.1 audio that is an
integral part of HD media. However, advertisers
who seek to take maximum advantage of all that
HD has to offer should not neglect the audio

Title: Corn Field
Client: Ford Mustang
Agency: J. Walter Thompson,
Detroit
Audio Post House:
POP Sound, Santa Monica, CA.
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side of the equation.
To post HD spots correctly, it is essential
to have a properly equipped 5.1 mixing room.
Additionally, it is necessary to have video equipment that supports the various HD formats
(HD-D5 and HDCAM) to create delivery masters. When Dolby E encoding is required for
broadcast delivery, specific hardware from Dolby
Laboratories is needed to perform the encoding.
In contrast to NTSC, where all broadcasters
employ the same technical specs, specifications
for HD delivery vary slightly from broadcaster to
broadcaster. In general, all broadcasters require
the delivery of 5.1 and 2-channel versions of
media. Often 5.1 channels are delivered as
Dolby-E encoded data, carrying not only audio
elements, but also meta-data that optimizes
playback in various listening environments
and provides configuration information to the
broadcaster.
Advertisers have begun to familiarize themselves with the advantages and pitfalls of working
with HD imagery. To take full advantage of HD,
they should similarly educate themselves on the
intricacies and enormous benefits of 5.1 sound. HD
Steve Thompson is Creative Director, POP Sound
Santa Monica. This article originally appeared in
SHOOT magazine and appears here with permission.

W i l l i a m

Robin Roberts
joins Charles Gibson
and Diane Sawyer at
the anchor desk for
Good Morning America,
5/9/05.
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Wonderful World of Disney: 101 Dalmatians. Since
then ABC has broadcast many other theatricals
in HDTV, as well as numerous sporting events.
Those broadcasts include the first live, regularly
scheduled HDTV sporting event in primetime,
the 1999-2000 season of Monday Night Football.
In September 2001 ABC made a major commitment to HDTV programming when it began
broadcasting the majority of its primetime
schedule in HDTV, including all of its primetime
comedy and drama series, as well as all theatrical
movies.
Currently, 130 of ABC’s owned and affiliated
stations are broadcasting digital TV, covering 82%
of the nation, with 102 of those stations broadcasting in HDTV. HD

ABC News broadcasts
the Inauguration live from
Washington DC, beginning
with a three-hour edition
of Good Morning America,
1/20/05. This is the first
network news program
broadcast to be broadcast
in High Definition, HDTV.
Pictured: HDTV camera

This announcement was made by ABC News on
May 16, 2005.

C o n n e r

ABC News will broadcast Good Morning America
in high definition seven days a week starting this
early fall, ABC News President David Westin
announced. The HDTV launch of Good Morning
America and the Weekend Edition of Good
Morning America marks the first time ever that
regularly scheduled commercial network news
programming will be broadcast in high definition.
“Anyone who has experienced high definition television has been captivated by the quality
and clarity of the images and sound,” said Mr.
Westin. “HDTV will help us showcase the best

and brightest team in morning television and
deliver the very best experience to our audience.”
ABC News has led the industry in broadcasting news programming in high definition, most
recently using groundbreaking HD technology to
enhance live coverage of the 2005 presidential
inaugural and a special 3-hour, live broadcast
of Good Morning America on Inauguration Day,
the 2005 State of the Union address, and Peter
Jennings Reporting: UFO - Seeing is Believing. In
2004 ABC News provided the HDTV pool feed
of the 2004 State of the Union address for the

Photo by ABC/ Steve Fenn
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Photo by ABC/ Ida Mae Astute

Good Morning
America in HD

first ever HDTV network coverage of the event.
“This significant increase of HD programming in the morning complements our existing
line-up of primetime and sports programming
broadcast for HDTV throughout the day,” said
Preston Davis, president of broadcast operations
and engineering for ABC. “Our goal is to provide
the highest quality viewing experience for our
audience.”
Season to date ABC has broadcast 441
hours of programming in high definition. During
the 2003-2004 season the network broadcast
more than 800 hours of HDTV content. All
of ABC’s HDTV programming is broadcast in
720p High Definition, including 5.1-channel surround sound. ABC was the first major network
to begin broadcasting regularly-scheduled, high
definition television, beginning on November
1, 1998 with the theatrical presentation of The
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R o s s

Wes Skiles on location
in the Tak Be Ha cave
system at Hidden World’s
Cenote Park, Mexico.
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Photo by Jill Heinerth

The Cave
A m b r o s e

In 2004 a brave team assembled by Karst
Productions Inc., a Florida-based HD production company owned by Wes Skiles, pushed the
Highdef envelope of resources and technology
in Bucharest, Romania and the jungles of Mexico.
The Cave, being released by Screen Gems in
August, required a Sony HDC-F950 outfitted to
work underwater and 1000’ deep into real caves.
Most viewers won’t know that The Cave is a mix
of 35mm and HDCAM SR.
The Cave’s cast portray a team of high-tech
spelunkers. The passage they use to enter a
cave system becomes blocked and they must
find a way out by going deeper into a network
of wet and dry caves. To bring this story to life
a football stadium sized pool with sets was constructed at Mediapro Studios in Romania. The
complex underwater group and beauty shots
were done at Hidden World’s Cenote Park in
Quintana Roo, Mexico.
Wes Skiles, underwater director of photography, required a housing that would allow

him control of the camera and a true color
HD viewfinder while underwater. Skiles turned
to Amphibico who custom crafted a housing
that would permit a single Mohawk 300M fiber
cable carrying video, power and communications to the surface. Digital Imaging Engineer
Nick Theodorakis, was given topside control
through Sony’s RMB-750 control panel and the
HDCU F900 Camera Control Unit. The 4:4:4
fiber link was sent to a SRW 5000 HDCAM SR
deck. Monitoring was accomplished using a Sony
BVM F24U Dual Link HD monitor and Leader
5700 Dual Link waveform monitor. A 4:2:2 out
of the SR deck was sent to the e-cinema 4:2:2
HDSDI to DVI converter and monitored with
an Apple 23” HD cinema display for the director. Underwater, Skiles had control of zoom and
focus along with full verbal communication with
the topside team.
To minimize the need for crew to resurface,
and maximize underwater production time, a
custom system of communications was assembled.

Photo by Jakub Rehacek

An Interspiro Aga mask was outfitted with an
Ocean Technology Systems (OTS) transmitter.
The mask was wired through the housing into
the F950 communication connector. An RTS PS8
was then wired to the CCU, and BP325 belt
packs were distributed to the director and engineering for complete communications from the
underwater operator to the topside link. An RTS
PA feed was also mixed and sent to an OTS SP100 transceiver so that every underwater grip and
underwater camera crewmember could receive
orders from Skiles or the 2nd unit director Garry
Phillips using Buddy Comms. Since tapes were
changed topside and because everyone could
communicate, the only factor limiting the team’s
underwater time was diving gas and energy.
Theodorakis and Skiles worked closely with
the First Unit DP, Ross Emery, to develop an

underwater color scheme that would cut well
with the film footage being shot by the first unit.
A significant amount of color correction was
done on set. Down-converted material was sent
via the Internet to LA with DVCAM material
sent by FedEx. The Leader 5700 was used to
grab still frames.
Without HDCAM SR it would have been
impossible to capture the number of images in
real caves based on the time and budget allotted.
Additionally, as pre-production film tests confirmed, HD was a superior format underwater.
The diving team logged 2507 underwater hours
during the two months of shooting. HD
The trailer for The Cave can be viewed at www.
enterthecave.com. For more information about Karst
Productions visit www.karstproductions.com.

Inside the Tak Be Ha
cave system at Hidden
World’s Cenote Park,
Mexico. This dock is
one of three used to
access different parts
of the underground
cave system.
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This diagram is designed to provide an overview of common Offline/
Online HD workflows. It is not intended to be an exact guide to address
the specific needs of every production. It is important to discuss your
specific project’s needs with all parties who will be involved in the post
production workflow and determine any variations that may be
required.
Created By Victory Studios, LA / Seattle

www.VictoryStudios.com

WORKFLOW
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Shooting
65mm
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In the unending debate regarding whether
shooting HD is faster then when using film, I’d
say there are some minor time savings with HD
but it really depends more on the shooting style
you adopt – and certainly there have been many
“run-n-gun” 35mm shoots.
One example of a convenience provided
by video in general is when shooting dialogue
in moving vehicles. Because of traffic lights, busy
roadways, etc., it’s so much easier to not have
to pull over to the side of the road as often to
reload the camera, plus actors can run through a
long scene a few times in a row without cutting
(the “tape is cheap” theory.)
Occasionally you do find yourself spending
more time lighting HD because of a highlight
problem. Other times you light a little faster in
HD because it’s easier to say to yourself “I’m
done” when you see the image on the monitor,
as opposed to adding this or that special light
on something in the background “just in case.”
But I’m not going to place too much emphasis
on this; ultimately, the time you take to light a
scene depends on how you want the scene to
look, and whether you are shooting HD or film
doesn’t make a big difference.
While there is some truth to the idea that

David Mullen on the set of
Shadowboxer, a Lee Daniels
production in Philadelphia,
PA starring Helen Mirren &
Cuba Gooding, Jr. 35mm
Panavision anamorphic
shoot. Spring 2004.
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HD is a compromise in technical quality over
35mm, the reality is that we all rob Peter to
pay Paul when making a movie – few of us get
everything we need or want, so we give up some
things to get other things. We also sometimes
deliberately choose “technically inferior” equipment because it creates the unique look we
want or suits the style of production better. I did
an HD comedy where we ran two cameras all
the time to cover eleven people talking around a
dinner table, and shot the equivalent of 500,000’
of 35mm, which was unaffordable on our budget.
So sure, I probably would have gotten a superior image by shooting in 35mm, but the scenes
would have been much less covered in the time
we had. Plus we are talking about an interior
movie consisting mainly of talking heads, so an
argument could be made that, at least resolutionwise, HD was sufficient.
All I’m saying is that we compromise in one
area in order to not compromise elsewhere.
Now in the perfect world, I’d be shooting my
next movie in 65mm... HD
These seemingly random thoughts are taken
from one of David’s contributions to the CML list
between cinematographers. David is an accomplished film and HD DP in Los Angeles.

Highdef
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Voyagers

J e r r y

H u n n i c u t t

Craig MacGowan produced over a thousand
television commercials during his nearly 30 years
in the advertising business, the vast majority shot
in 35mm film. Many used motion-control, heavy
CG and 3-D compositing. Today he utilizes his
high-end production values and skills, shaped at
DMB&B, Campbell-Ewald and BBDO Detroit on
accounts like Budweiser, Chevrolet and Dodge,
and now applies them to documentaries.
MacGowan, producer/director and president of Voyager Productions, Ltd., Inc., has been
working in HD since 1999. His two-hour Emmy
Award winning The Face: Jesus in Art aired nationally in SD and 1080i on PBS and in 35mm
to a packed house at Radio City Music Hall,
NYC. Narrators included Mel Gibson, Edward
Herrmann, Stacy Keach, Juliet Mills, Ricardo
Montalban, and Patricia Neal.
MacGowan chose 35mm for The Face. He
knew he would be shooting some of the world’s

most treasured art, and he wanted to capture
it using the highest quality archival medium.
Subjects filmed included the newly restored
Sistine Chapel ceiling and “Last Judgment” and
other never before filmed priceless art of Christ
spanning 2000 years, including underground frescoes in the Roman catacombs, lit using candles
and Coleman lanterns. The Face was lensed by
Dean Cundey, A.S.C. using an ARRI 35mm package, a Mitchell pin-registered camera, motion
control rigs, a 30’ crane and Voyager’s large custom Jimmy Jib.
MacGowan decided to finish in HD which
at the time was a bold step. He saw a great
need for HD program content and that The Face
could get a lot of air play because of its super
high quality combo of 35mm and HD post. That
is exactly what happened. The offline was done
in the UK on an Avid. The 1080p online, color
correction and laybacks were done at “Home”

Crane shot of Notre
Dame Golden Dome
from God, Country,

Notre Dame: The Story
of Fr. Ted Hesburgh, CSC.
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Producer/Director Craig MacGowan
inside the Sistine Chapel of the Vatican.
The crew had a rare 8 hours inside to
light and capture the famous ceiling
and “Last Judgement” wall paintings by
Michelangelo for The Face.

Fr. Ted Hesburgh green
shot composited over
Bascillica interior.
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in London using the Phillips Spirit HD Datacine
with Pandora Pixi HD digital color processor
with colourist Colin Peters, and a Snell and
Wilcox HD 1024 switcher. Although the online
and the standards conversions to 1080i and SD
worked properly, MacGowan dreamed of the
day he could increase efficiency by ridding his
workflow of the offline phase.
Voyager’s latest release is a one-hour
Telly Award winning documentary with DVD
produced for Family Theater Productions in
Hollywood, dubbed God, Country, Notre Dame:
The Story of Fr. Ted Hesburgh, CSC. It reveals the
story of this celebrated American who served
on 16 Presidential commissions, was chairman of
the Civil Rights Commission, led the charge for
voting rights for 18 year olds, and was a leader
for world peace and human rights. He served as
President of The University of Notre Dame for
35 years. Narrators included Sean Astin, Clarance
Gilyard and Regis Philbin.
This time MacGowan chose to shoot
entirely in 1080p. DP John Lawrence and second unit DP John LeBlanc used two custom
Sony HDW-F900/3’s from Clairmont Camera in
North Hollywood for capturing the interviews
and location B-roll. Clairmont’s custom made tita-

nium plate hardened front ends allowed for use
of 35mm matte boxes, zooms, and wide array
of 35mm accessories and rigs not included on
HD factory models. Fujinon 5-50mm HD T2.4
zoom lenses were used with a full selection of
Clairmont’s filters and a few of Lawrence’s own.
Dolly moves and large crane shots brought a
motion picture scope and drama to the documentary. They treated the shoot with the same
precision and lighting as if it were 35mm.
While traveling across America to interview
all the living former U.S. Presidents, Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice, and many of Hesburgh’s
contemporaries, they shot background plates
in locations related to stories that Hesburgh
told against greenscreen. Among these were
the White House, the Jimmy Carter Center,
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Center, the WWII
Memorial, the Vietnam Memorial, the Supreme
Court, the Jefferson Memorial and Washington
Monument. Hesburgh’s interview was then composited over the location plates. The results were
spectacular.
Craig and his editor, Sean Ian MacGowan,
decided to edit in full-resolution HD. The
equipment used follows: Final Cut Pro, a dual
2Ghz G5, an AJA HD Kona card and a 3.5 TB

Xserve raid array. Sony’s multiformat PVM20L5
was used as the HD reference monitor. The
HDCAM footage was sent HD-SDI from a
Sony J-H3 playback through FCP and onto the
raid via fiber. Betacam historical footage was up
converted and repositioned in the Silicon Optix
Teranex. Adobe After Effects 6.0 was used for
1080p moves on archival stills.
Compositing of the many greenscreen
Hesburgh shots could have taken too much
rendering and tweeking time, so a real-time solution was needed to meet the delivery schedule.
The answer was to bring in Bob Kertesz of
Bluescreen, LLC in Los Angeles and his HighDef
Ultimatte gear. Two Sony J-H3 playback decks
were used with a FG plate in one, and BG plate
in the other. The signals from each deck were
output HD-SDI to the Ultimatte, then to the
Kona card HD-SDI input in the G5; then to Final
Cut. Kertesz color corrected each element separately until they worked perfectly together. Bob
was even able to selectively blend in parts of the
BG lighting onto the FG subject.
Once happy with the look, we rolled the
tapes and used Final Cut to record the real-time
composite straight to the RAID uncompressed.
The result was flawless. We applied that same
procedure to complete all the keying necessary
for the finished show accomplishing 50 spectacular real-time composites in less than an 8 hour day.
Technicolor Creative Services, Hollywood,
handled final color correction and multi-formatting from 24p master, including the Dolby 5.1
surround mix laybacks.
The MacGowans are currently editing a
digital feature called Before Dawn which will go
to digital 35mm film-out, and Voyager Productions,
Ltd. is in preparation to produce a 3D large-format
movie to be shot in HD with DP/Director Robert
Mehnert called American Railroad 3D. HD
Voyager Productions can be contacted at
www.voyagerproductions.com 818-542-4066.
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Multi-Cam fo r

FCP5 HD
b y

HD performance footage
from the Black Eyed Peas
gave NAB attendees a
chance to learn about Final
Cut Pro’s multi-camera
editing features.
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Final Cut Pro 5, Apple’s comprehensive desktop
HD editing suite, delivered much anticipated
multi-camera editing features at this year’s NAB.
To highlight these new features, Apple wanted
high-quality HD video and audio content that
showcased both the depth and the simplicity of
Final Cut’s advanced new editing capabilities.
Apple recruited Grammy-winning producer
Hank Neuberger, of Third Wave Productions,
charging him with coordinating creative and technical development of powerful video and audio
to illustrate simultaneous multi-camera playback
for real time, on-the-fly editing. Hank enlisted the
HD resources of Gary Taillon at Camera Support
in Burbank, and in less than one week was shooting a live concert debuting new music from the
chart-topping group Black Eyed Peas.
The project was ambitious – quick turnaround, big names and a major product launch
in the balance. By quickly customizing a flight
pack system that enabled location HD production, Camera Support engineered the quality and
function of a production truck without its cost
or additional production requirements. Camera

Support used Panasonic’s AJ-HDC27F VariCam
camcorders with 11x and 21x zoom lenses.
The flight pack system offered complete
video control for color correcting and setting
iris levels for the five cameras used (up to 16
cameras can be engineered into a single system),
as well as HD match monitor, HD waveform/vectorscope, HD playback and switcher, time code
generator and signal processing. A separate area
was built for the director and producers with
communication and HD monitoring.
An additional HD viewing station was included in the plan, so tapes could be screened onstage
and preliminary editing decisions made immediately. Apple left with tapes in hand, treating NAB
attendees to a beautifully edited musical feature.
By designing creative and intelligent production solutions, such as the flight pack, and leveraging the benefits of formats such as 720p, today’s
equipment providers are stepping into a critical
advisory role. HD
Randy Gomez is founder and co-owner of Camera
Support, Burbank. rgomez@camerasupport.com;
www.camerasupport.com
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Movies in a Brave New World

Dale Cripps is the
publisher of HDTV
Magazine, the first
publication in the
world dedicated to
the consumer of HighDefinition programming
and hardware, and the
founder and president
of the High Definition
Television Association
of America. He has
been involved with
the development of
HDTV for 20 years and
is a member of the
Academy of Digital
Television Pioneers.
He is the winner of
that organization’s
prestigious Press
Leadership Award
– the highest honor the
industry bestows – for
the year 2002.
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The motion picture industry has no choice
but to step into the lead in the digital revolution
rather than being at the back of the bus throwing out anchors.
Looking to the future, in one hundred years
you can overcome all mistakes and wrong turns
as long as you see the gold at the
end. What gold do I see? I see
every home in the civilized world
with at least 200 Mbs downstream
leading to a big high resolution
display. I see that the programs are
coming down that pipe from a
massive server.
A premier for a movie at that
one hundred years anniversary will be a four
wall affair (term used when the theater is rented
rather than the theater renting the movie) which
becomes more like a big studio party than anything else and will be held in every major city in
the world at the same time using an electronic
version distributed and then shown on a vast
screen in the once-again beautiful auditoriums.
The rest of the world will see the movie the
very same day on home big screen HD on
demand, or more likely, on near demand (much
more efficient).
Oh gee, it gets copied 500 million, maybe a
billion times in that one day!!! It’s lost! Oh dear,
oh dear, what is to be done? Too bad, but nothing is to be done. Copied a billion times also
means it was viewed more than a billion times
for say $4.50 each view (for a grand take of at
least $4.5 billion dollars that day). Yes, they had to
spend $500 million on promotion and another
$100 million on the theaters and parties and
the movie itself cost a billion to produce, but it
turned out to be worth it as the producers in
this scenario netted $ 2.9 billion!!! in one day’s
showing. Those who could not be home that day
simply program their PVRs (who would not have
one then?)to record it.

What about the second showing from the
producers? They put the movie into their library
on a massive server for any other on-demand
calls for it. Since the movie has been seen by
such a large audience and presumably it is an
appealing production, hard copies can be made
and distributed by mail upon receiving a credit
card order. It works today for PBS with thousands of discs sold right after the program airs!
Indeed, they (the movie makers) release
ALL rights to the movie the very first day after
it is sent out. The producing studios know they
can’t stop all of the copying and redistribution so
they get smart and decide to live with the global
village model that fills their cash registers with
billions on the first day (if the movie is any good).
Since there is no appreciable distribution cost
and no print costs -- just servers and bandwidth
-- they have done more than well. You own and
control the product only until it is released and
then it in effect is in the public domain, but you
have made more money from it than you could
have any time in history with or without copy
protection and enforcement. The key to success
for the first showing is the timeliness. It’s a little
like news. Do you know anyone copying and selling the news at a later date? It takes a new mind
set to see this kind of model and it also takes the
realization that greed is the most costly thing you
can possess. HD
— Dale
hdtvmagazine@
ilovehdtv.com

Outdoor Channel 2
b y

L o u i s

Launches
in HD

L a n d o n

Andy Dale, CEO of The Outdoor Channel, likes
to think outside the box: “The outdoors is too
big for the little square box—but the HD format,
with its wide-screen aspect ratio and superior
video and audio quality, is a perfect complement
to our sports and nature-oriented programming.”
Outdoor Channel 2 HD is one of the first
all HD channels offered by an independent programmer. And we’re not talking up-converted
cop-show reruns. Dale is building it from the
ground up with the creation of a new HD
studio and truckloads of state-of-the-art equipment. “There’s a lot of misinformation out there
regarding HD,” reports Dale, “People tune into
a channel thinking they’re getting real HD and
wonder what all the fuss is about. We want to
give our viewers an experience as close to reality
as possible, so it’s very important to us that our
HD channel provides true HD all the time. All of
TOC2 HD’s shows are shot in the highest quality
1080i HD format—there are no simulcasts or

up-conversions.”
By doing it the right way, chances are very
good that Outdoor Channel 2 HD will be able to
build upon the technology-obsessed and advertiser-coveted 18-49 male demographic that The
Outdoor Channel has cultivated so successfully in
the past. However, the new channel still faces its
share of challenges, including the reluctance of cable
and satellite operators to commit to providing HD
programming. Andy says, “If you’re a fan of authentic
HD programming, it’s very important to contact
your local cable or satellite provider directly and
urge them to add Outdoor Channel 2 HD to their
HD package.”
Viewers already receiving the new channel
will enjoy all-HD versions of TOC favorites such as
“Ultimate Match Fishing,” as well as brand new HD
shows including “Wings to Adventure,” an actionpacked and visually stunning series that takes an “in
the cockpit” look at recreational flying. HD
For more information, visit www.outdoorchannel.com.

The Outdoor Channel
CEO Andy Dale in
the control room for
Outdoor Channel 2 HD.
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Wireless AV Delivers DVD Quality

Steve Sechrist is
an editor/analyst
at Insight Media, a
technology based
media firm specializing
in large format and
micro display and
related industries.

ChristieNET WAVE
(Wireless Audio Video
Extension System)
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Nicola Tesla, best known as the inventor of alternating current (AC) also had a dream to transmit
this power to homes wirelessly. While engineering minds are still working on that one (120 plus
years later), great strides have been made at
wireless delivery of other signals like video and
PC images and finally getting rid of that cable.
For instance, At NAB in Las Vegas, Christie Digital
(Cypress, CA) (www.christiedigital.com) introduced the ChristieNET WAVE (Wireless Audio
Video Extension System) that supports wireless
transmission of native XGA resolution data at
30 frames per second over 300 feet. While the
device is particularly useful in current AV installations like education and conference rooms
where a wired setup would be too costly, or
problematic, it is just as suitable for in-home use
in keeping with the “no-new-wires” mantra.
Christie product manager Max Kopsho
said the device will support full motion video at
30-frames per second in 480p resolution. That’s
DVD quality sent wirelessly over a 300 ft. radius.
And with support for PC images at 1024x768,
and DVD quality video, support for CE devices
and HD images may not be too far behind.
It’s important to note the WAVE is more of
an IT device than CE product. It features a standard HD-15 VGA connector and stereo audio
mini-jack so you can’t plug this into a standard
DVD player. One in-home scenario includes porting video signals from a laptop with DVD drive or
a PC with built in PVR like my Sony Vaio with Giga
Pocket software. The receiver can be plugged into
a front projector in the family room or even a 19inch LCD monitor in the kitchen or bedroom.
This is not the first time the AV world has
moved toward wireless image delivery. Taiwanese
display giant ViewSonic and others tried launching a device like this three years ago with abys-

Alien Planet

and The Science of Star Wars

b y

mal results. This time, it looks like Christie got it
right with support for native XGA resolution via
industry standard 802.11a, with enough bandwidth to support the XGA data stream or DVD
quality video.
To top it off, the company went the extra
mile to deliver a device-agnostic, software-less
solution. According to Christie, the system is
compatible with virtually any PC, display and
operating system, and requires no drivers, software or OS upgrades.
It features plug-and-play convenience, easy
setup and adjustment, is secure and standardsbased, and supports multiple receivers for broadcast mode delivery. Two devices are sold as a set
and will retail for $695. The ChristieNET WAVE
is available now. HD
Steve Sechrist replaces Chris Chinnock from Insight
Media to keep us up-to-date on the latest display technology for HD and beyond. Steve can be
reached at steve@insightmedia.info.

M a t t

K a t z i v e

This May, Discovery HD Theater™,
took extraterrestrial coverage to the
next level – to the high definition level.
The network presented Alien
Planet, its first ever simulcast event
with the Discovery Channel. Alien
Planet revolves around the central
theme: what happens when we find
life outside our own planet? To find
the answer, viewers embark on a
highdef, virtual mission into the future
to Darwin IV, a planet 6.5 million light
years from earth with two suns and
60% gravity. Through computer generated imagery, animation and special
effects, the planet reveals unexpected
and startling (as their names suggest)
life forms such as the Daggerwrist,
Flying Skewer, Prong Heads, Trunk
Suckers and more.
Continuing the extraterrestrial
theme and premiering the same week
as the nationwide film premiere of Star
Wars: Revenge of the Sith, Discovery
HD Theater presented The Science of
Star Wars. This special revealed various

types of “Star Wars-like” equipment in
use today - or at least in development
stages. Hosted by Anthony Daniels as
C-3PO and himself (with help from
R2-D2), the HD version of The Science
of Star Wars explored the real scientific
underpinnings of the Star Wars franchise.
Three hour-long episodes were
packaged on Discovery HD Theater
as HD from a Galaxy Far, Far Away.
Episode one, Man and Machine,
looked at how robots are currently
used to clean the house, walk the dog,
and identify life in the rubble caused
by an earthquake. Episode two, Space
Cowboys, examined high tech methods
of mobility and communication. The
final episode, War, Weaponry and The
Force showed how “Star Wars” technology is changing the military. HD
The producer of Alien Planet is John
Copeland (Babylon 5). The Science of
Star Wars is produced by Evergreen
Productions for Discovery Channel in
association with Lucasfilm. Visit the network at www.discovery.com/hd.

Actor Anthony Daniels.
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To be broadcast on HDNet, which offers a wide variety of original content
– all in unsurpassed, crystal clear 1080i HD.
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Basic Camera Principles
Quick Tip: White Balance
Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP)

1) Don’t calibrate $250,000.00
worth of HD gear using a
1/2 cent piece of disposable paper. Use a DSC Labs
Chart. Or at least a new
Gray Card. (yes it works)
B. Sean Fairburn
SOC, Director of
Photography
818-621-3912 c,
Local 600, Agent
Steve Jacob
323-460-4767.

2) Do a White-Black-White
balance.

3) White Balance on both
A and B. Then cheat the
B warmer or cooler as
desired. By Adding +25 to
the Red and –25 from the
Blue to warm up or vice
versa to cool.

4) Roll a few seconds on the

CWO3 Robert
Obong as he
escorts 2005 Rose
Parade Queen
Ashley Moreno.
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chart after you have White
Balance normal and again
after you cheat the White
Balance one way or another
with a note not to “Fix” the
second chart. This will let
the colorist know the offset
was intentional.
Testing a camera is critical in
effectively being able to employ
all that any camera or workflow
has to offer. Before effective
testing can begin, learn how to
use that camera and understand

its terminology, menus, features
and functions. How can you
fully understand what your test
reveals if you don’t understand
how it was set up in the first
place?
Make sure you have
received proper training or hire
someone that has been trained
on the camera you use. To do
otherwise is wasting the valuable
potential a properly tuned camera can offer.
I am now much more famil-

iar with the Viper than I ever
was before thanks to a talented
professional engineer, George
Palmer, who took the time to
take me step by step through its
set up and effective use. Now
I feel very confident, not to go
shoot or work a job, but to
begin my testing. Only after I go
through thorough testing, where
I learn everything about the
camera, will I then be able to
consider taking work using that
camera. HD

THE DISPLAYSEARCH HDTV CONFERENCE 2005
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displaysearch

conference 2005

The DisplaySearch HDTV Conference 2005
The Future of Television
August 23-24 at The Beverly Hilton, Los Angeles, California
Brought to you by the creator of the sold-out HDTV Forum, leading market research
and consulting firm DisplaySearch, returns to LA to host the brand new
DisplaySearch HDTV Conference 2005. This two-day event will bring together
representatives from across the TV spectrum and from across the globe to discuss
The Future of Television. Attendees, presenters and participating companies will
include representatives from TV and cable networks, satellite and cable companies, settop box manufacturers, retailers, TV brands and OEMs, TV panel and imager suppliers
and display electronics producers. The two-day conference, featuring a registration cocktail reception, two days of content-rich
sessions, a cutting-edge exhibitor showcase and a casino night full of great prizes, will provide the ideal forum for information
exchange on the key topics facing the emergence of HDTV worldwide and will help participants see into The Future of Television.
Home to the legendary Golden Globes Awards, The Beverly Hilton is a short walk away from Rodeo Drive and Century
City, located on the corner of Santa Monica and Wilshire Boulevards. With a current $60 million reinvention, the famous
hotel boasts a plasma TV and high-speed internet access in each comfortably appointed guestroom. The special conference
room rate is $175/night and may be reserved by calling the hotel directly at 310-274-7777.
Sessions:
This event will host two days of content rich sessions including:
• Expanding Current & Next Generation HD (1080p)
• Distributing HD Content - Challenges & Opportunities
• Lessons from the Channels
• The Global TV Market/HD Policy Update & Outlook
• TV Brands’ HD/TV Market Outlook
• LCD TVs: When Will They Take Over?
• PDP TVs: Will They Dominate the 40-50” Market?
• Rear Projection TVs: Can Rapid Growth Be Sustained?
• Display Electronics: Defining the Right Solution

Keynotes:

Jeff Cove
Vice President
Technology &
Alliances
Panasonic

Mark Cuban
Co-Founder
& President
HDNet

Greg Gudorf
VP of Marketing
TV Marketing
Home Products Div.
Sony

Jim Sanduski
VP of Marketing
Visual Display
Products Group
Samsung Electronics

www.DisplaySearch.com/hdtvconference • 512.459.3126 x107
Sponsors:

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Media
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in Fever Pitch
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Hurricanes and Mummies in
b y

DP Bill Mills uses his
Panasonic VariCam camera
to capture some of the more
than 120 hours of HD
footage of the aftermath of
Florida’s hurricanes.
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The untimely arrival of Hurricane Charley last
summer began five weeks of unprecedented
damage to Florida. Followed closely by Frances,
Ivan, and Jeanne, these intense storms ravaged major portions of the state. Director
of Photography Bill Mills captured over 120
hours of high-definition hurricane footage with
Panasonic’s VariCam HD Cinema™ Camera during this period, working closely with the Florida
Emergency Response Team.
The original intent was simply to document
Charley and its aftermath, especially for its value
in briefing and training emergency responders.
But soon Florida found itself in the position of
conducting ongoing recovery while being hit by
successive natural disasters. Additional production
teams were hired, and multiple uses for the hurricane footage began to be considered.
As Mills’ own company, Florida Film & Video
(St. Petersburg, FL), is equipped with a Final
Cut Pro HD Suite (with Panasonic AJ-1200A
DVCPRO HD VTR, full digital audio, and a 3.5

Terabyte Array), he handled the post-production
on the initial “hurricane” project, a 64-minute
DVD, “The Hurricanes of 2004,” produced for
the Florida Division of Emergency Management
by the Florida Association of Broadcasters and
Tradewinds Video, Inc. Broadcast options for the
material are currently being pursued, and Florida
will have access to the footage for response and
recovery training purposes.
“Coming from a film background, VariCam
comes closest to a film work flow among the
HD options,” Mills said. Mills has been recognized
with Emmy nominations (for TIGERS OF THE
SNOW, National Geographic Special for NBC,
1997), and has won Cine Golden Eagle, Kodak
Vision and Telly Awards. After renting VariCam
packages for several assignments, he decided to
purchase one to shoot GOLDEN MUMMIES,
a NOVA/WGBH documentary (currently in
post-production) on the potential discovery of
Ramses I, Egypt’s famous lost royal mummy. HD

G r e g

L e

D u c

It was a Saturday evening. I was working late at
the office. The call came for a High Definition
camera on location in Santa Monica on Sunday
morning. They wanted a very small, portable HD
camera. The producers wanted a camera that
could move among kids and big dogs without
intimidating them.
They also needed an experienced HD
camera operator. I suggested the Sony Z-1U and
described its small size and high quality picture
and offered my services.
Having recently taken the first Band Pro
Z-1U HDV Seminar led by Jeff Cree, I was very
comfortable using the latest high definition camera. Though I was familiar with the F-900, Jeff ’s
class illustrated the best way to use the Z-1U
HDV 1080i camera in various situations.
Arriving at the location I was informed that
the footage was going to be used at the end

of Fever Pitch, after the credits. Fever Pitch is the
Farrelly Brother’s latest comedy about love and
Red Sox baseball.
The shoot went very smoothly, the kids and
dogs that made up the cast were great.
Peter Farrelly approved the footage and you
can see the sequence play after the credit roll in
your local theater or on DVD when it’s released
for home video. People I’ve talked with who saw
the movie in the theater did not realize it was
highdef video; they felt it blended with the rest of
the movie footage.
For post production the HDV 1080i 25
frame footage was cross converted to 1080p
23.98 using the Sony M10U HDV VCR, and Aja
HD10A converter and the Sony HDCAM F500
VCR’s. HD
Greg Le Duc is a DP and camera operator in Santa
Monica, California. www.leducdesign.com

Greg loves his
Z1U camera.
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Re-exploring

Lewis & Clark
Trails
b y

Lewis walks the riverbed
in Confluence of Time and
Courage, a re-enactment
of the historical expedition
for visitor centers along the
route.
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Gray Warriner spent much of the past two years
retracing trails blazed by the Lewis and Clark
expedition when they opened the western
United States during the early 1800’s. Warriner
shot Confluence of Time and Courage, the core,
feature-length program of a series of films that
are being presented in highdef and standard definition formats at visitor centers along the route.
Each film is tailored to emphasize the events
that happened near the venue where it will be
shown. Re-enactors appear as “ghosts” in breathtaking landscapes from St. Louis to Fort Clatsop
in Oregon.
“We were traveling light and working in
situations where it would have been difficult to
control contrast,” says Warriner of Camera One
in Seattle. “The Super 16 film we used gave us a
contrast ratio of around 1,000:1.”
The Super 16 cameras were lightweight, rugged and reliable. “When you’re out in the wilderness, you don’t want to worry about your camera being taken down by a few grains of sand or
water from a river or rain,” Warriner added.
Special effects background plates and

detailed landscape shots were filmed in 35mm,
but most scenes were recorded in Super 16 on
Eastman EXR 7245 film, optimized for an exposure index of 50 in daylight. Warriner describes
the images rendered onto film as a “smooth,
snappy, almost grainless look.”
He photographed re-enactors in period
costumes, and then filmed background plates
from the same spots. When the footage of the
re-enactors was digitally composited with the
background plates, the characters seem partially
transparent as though ghosts are exploring the
terrain.
Telecine was done at Victory Studios based
in Seattle. “We’re very happy with the incredible
degree of control that we have with the Sony
Vialta scanner and the da Vinci 2K color corrector,” says Warriner. “The latest scanners can draw
out so much more of the information captured
in each frame. We’re editing in Final Cut Pro. We
want to tell the story with images that are sharp,
evocative, yet maintain a degree of mystique as
we go back and forth in time. The programs are
getting great response.” HD

R o b

E n g l e h a r d t

In 2003, we decided to make the
leap into the world of high definition. It seemed the way of the
future and many networks including
Animal Planet, Travel Channel, and
Discovery HD Theater contracted
us to produce several hours of
original programming in high definition. After much research, I purchased a Sony CineAtla 900 HD
camera.
Shooting in HD in the 16x9
format was the natural choice
for these networks because of
the incredible beauty of the locations. One of our new series,
“HD Getaways,” now airing on
Discovery HD Theatre, exemplifies
the benefits of shooting in HD.
Our first location was Bora
Bora in French Polynesia. Shooting
at 24p and 1/48 shutter speed, I
quickly adjusted to the slight strobe

effect. That night we viewed the
dailies and were amazed at the
quality of the HD image. With a
small crew and limited budget, we
were able to capture spectacular,
vibrant images with a wide range
of colors that truly captured the
beauty of the islands. Shooting in
HD gave us the look of 35mm at
a fraction of the cost.
Our next location was the
Masai Mara National Reserve in
Kenya. Here, shooting in HD truly
showed its economic value. While
shooting wildlife, I often have to
continually roll while waiting for a
certain behavior to occur. It would
have been cost prohibitive to
shoot so much footage if we were
shooting in film and we would
have missed some of the best
sequences.
At one point, a female chee-

tah leapt onto our land rover landing right next to me. It was a once
in a lifetime opportunity to film the
beautiful cat. Over the next hour,
we were able to interview our
guide right next to her and shoot
extreme close ups of her nonretractable claws, large nostrils and
dark tear marks below her eyes, all
tools that help the cheetah be the
fastest land animal on earth.
From 30 below zero in
Wyoming to 98% percent humidity in Bora Bora to 110 degrees
in the Kalahari desert, the camera
took a lot of abuse and performed
flawlessly. HD
Rob Englehardt and John Scheer
are co-partners and owners of KAOS
Entertainment, www.kaosent.com,
which has produced over 200 hours of
programming for numerous networks.

KAOS’
Rob Englehardt
gets close and
personal with a
female cheetah in
the Mesai Mara.
Not seen here is
the cheetah’s cubs
which are huddled
under the jeep.
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HD Expo

Inc.

Not Just a Trade Show Anymore
b y

M i d g e

J a m e s

HD EXPO arrived in Chicago
last month with its first-ever
Midwest EXPO. Space for
exhibitors and sponsors was
sold out and attendance topped
750 at the one-day, advertisingfocused event. Asked to comment on bringing the EXPO to
the Midwest, Kristin Petrovich,
HD EXPO Founder and CEO,
had this to offer: “This year has
definitely seen an emphasis on
advertising, which is why we
brought the EXPO to Chicago.
As the ad industry expands its
utilization of HD technology, the
assimilation of HDTV will happen more quickly. One of our
goals is to stimulate and facilitate
the assimilation of HD both
within the professional community and with consumers.
Exhibitors include manu-

“VariCamp,” Dallas
Color Lab with
Michael Caporale.
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facturers and service providers
within the HD community as
well as panelists with critical
information about upcoming technologies and trends.
Information is shared, deals are
sealed, equipment is rented and
purchased, high-level networking is accomplished—and the
EXPO creates the environment
in which these connections are
made.
Since the first EXPO in
November of 2001 there have
been eleven more, mostly in Los
Angeles, but also in Dallas and
now Chicago. The success of
each EXPO has exceeded the
previous one, with attendance
at the March 2005 LA show at
over 2,000.
In early 2003 HDE’s education division, HD EXPO

Workshops, was launched
with a national tour of the
Panasonic VariCam. “VariCamp”
is a three-day workshop covering all aspects of the VariCam.
Next was the HD Workflow
Workshop, a two-day intensive
on taking a high definition project from conception to completion. The nationally-presented
workshops, led by industry
experts, have been much in
demand.
As for the future of HDE,
the next Los Angeles show
will be November 3rd at the
Petersen Museum. Two shows in
Los Angeles and one in Chicago
are already scheduled for
2006, along with VariCamp and
Workflow Workshops (which
will also be presented internationally). A membership organization is in the works that will
be a clearinghouse for information about HD technology and
its applications; and a foundation
is being created that will link
manufacturers and their equipment with content creators who
have stories to tell that will benefit society.
HD EXPO—it’s not just
a trade show anymore. HDE’s
growth has, in many ways, mirrored that of the industry it
supports, and it continues to
manifest its tagline, defining the
community. HD
For more information, contact HD
EXPO at 818-o842-6611 or at
www.hdexpo.net
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